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SCIENTIFIC COLLOQUIUMS 

In the spring of each year from 2002 to 2012 and in 2014, the foundation Forum 

für Verantwortung hosted a one-week colloquium at the European Academy of 

Otzenhausen. Internationally renowned scholars presented the current state of 

research on basic questions of life and urgent problems of our time in a generally 

comprehensible way, showed up options for action, and debated with partici-

pants across disciplinary boundaries. The target group of the colloquiums was 

predominantly seniors, but was broadened to include a younger audience as well. 

Over time, the focus of the colloquiums was increasingly on aspects of sustainable 

development. 

From the very beginning, Prof. Ernst Peter Fischer has been the foundation’s scien-

tific advisor. With a Diplom in physics, a doctorate in biology, and a Habilitation in 

the history of science, he conceptualized the colloquiums on the natural sciences 

so that they made the difficult material fascinating and accessible. 

Prof. Harald Welzer served as an advisor on sustainability. A social psychologist, he 

dedicated his efforts to broadening the foundation’s interdisciplinary approach, 

simultaneously making clear that sustainability is first and foremost a cultural 

problem and only secondarily a technological-scientific one. 

The contributions to the colloquiums held from 2002 to 2012 were published in 

edited volumes (softcover) by S. Fischer Verlag in the series “Forum für Verant-

wortung.” 

Colloquiums 

2014: From evolution to sustainability 

2012: Pathways out of growth-driven society 

2011: Dimensions of time 

2010: Perspectives for sustainable development 

2009: Evolution and culture of humankind 

2008: The first 400 years of Christianity 

2007: The origins of the modern world 

2006: Secularization and the world religions 

2005: The future of the Earth—How much more can our planet take? 

2004: The cultural values of Europe 

2003: Humankind and the cosmos 

2002: Evolution 

2014 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002
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12th colloquium 2014: From evolution to sustainability 
Saying farewell, looking back, looking forward 

The 12th colloquium, titled “From evolution to sustainability,” fleshed out the 

links between the topics of the colloquiums, and was thus a successful conclu-

sion of the series, which had begun in 2002. Klaus Wiegandt, who celebrated 

his 75th birthday in 2014, gave a very positive summary of these conferences he 

had initiated and to which he had attracted top speakers: Thanks to the active 

involvement of the most renowned scientists—including such well-known names 

as Werner Arber, Jared Diamond, and Dennis Meadows—it had been possible 

to present all the major scientifically and societally important topics he had en-

visioned at the very beginning in a both ambitious and readily comprehensible 

way. Over the years, a group of regular attendees had developed who enthusias-

tically came to Otzenhausen every year. 

2014

Professor Ernst Peter Fischer

From the beginning, Ernst Peter Fischer, who prepared and presided over 

most of the colloquiums together with Klaus Wiegandt, left his mark 

on the character and the special atmosphere. In his speech at the begin-

ning of the final colloquium in April, 2014, Fischer, a renowned natural 

scientist and historian of science, looked back on the colloquium series as 

a whole: 

“The true is the whole, and we have tried to offer the whole in Otzenhausen. For a natural 

scientist like myself, it was a tremendous pleasure and an intellectual adventure to listen to 

Hans Joas or Friedrich Wilhelm Graf and to risk a dialogue with them. It remains astounding 

to me that I have been learning and reading practically all my life, and have then met people 

who not only—and in passing and unintentionally—show me my own limitations, which have 

remained despite all my efforts, but who simultaneously open up and offer pathways at the 

end of which I can take a new perspective on the whole, which I would like to know as the 

truth or which I would at least like to encounter. […]

Speakers can talk as much and as long as they want; they never succeed in being or provi-

ding the whole as individuals. The whole, that is both of us, the speaker and the listener, the 

lecturer and the audience. Taking a view of the whole in Otzenhausen not only displays all of 

science, but also the people who want to educate themselves in it and with it, thereby creating 

a new whole.” 

Source: Excerpt from the speech by Ernst Peter Fischer at the 12th colloquium, April 2014, European Academy of Otzenhausen 

April 6-9, 2014, European Academy of Otzenhausen 

2012
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Excerpts from the programs 2012 and 2014 

PROGRAM 2014

April 6, 2014

Inaugural address 

Klaus Wiegandt, founder and CEO of Forum für Verantwortung 

The big picture

Prof. Ernst Peter Fischer

Professor of History of Science, Heidelberg University

April 7, 2014

What makes humans human? Insights from 
the genome of prehistoric man

Prof. Johannes Krause 

Professor of Paleogenetics, University of Tübingen

Why do we have such an oversized brain?  
Evolution of language, personality, and responsibility

Prof. Josef H. Reichholf

Evolutionary biologist, Director of the Bavarian State 
Collection of Zoology (through 2010), Munich

Asteroids and comets—Friends of life or enemies of humankind?

Prof. Alan Harris

Senior Scientist, German Aerospace Center,  
Institute of Planetary Research, Berlin

Summary of the day and discussion

April 8, 2014

The emergence of human rights

Prof. Hans Joas 

Professor of Sociology, Fellow at the  
Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies (FRIAS)

Moral motives in economic activity

Prof. Jens Beckert

Professor of Sociology, Managing Director, Max Planck 
Institute for the Study of Societies, Cologne

The risk paradox: The gap between reality and perception

Prof. Ortwin Renn

Professor of Environmental Sociology and  
Technology Assessment, University of Stuttgart;  
Member, Nachhaltigkeitsrat Baden-Württemberg

Summary of the day and discussion 

April 9, 2014

Can ecumenism succeed? The churches’  
contribution to the transformation of society

Prof. Friedrich Wilhelm Graf

Professor of Systematic and Ethical Theology,  
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich

The culture of sustainability

Ulrich Grober

Journalist and Author, Marl

Farewell remarks

Klaus Wiegandt and Prof. Dr. Ernst Peter Fischer

PROGRAM 2012

March 25, 2012

Inaugural address 

Klaus Wiegandt, founder and  
CEO of Forum für Verantwortung 

Lecture: Consumption and production in the  
industrialized nations: Central problems on  
the path toward sustainable development 

Klaus Wiegandt 

Lecture: Phenomena of prosperity 

Prof. Wolfgang Ullrich, 

Professor of Fine Arts and Media Theory, Karlsruhe University 
of Art and Design, Karlsruhe; Author; Docent; Consultant

March 26, 2012

Lecture: What follows after the  
dominant culture of wastefulness? 

Dr. Harald Welzer

Director, FUTURZWEI—Stiftung Zukunftsfähigkeit;  
Professor of Transformation Design, University of Flensburg 

Lecture: Decoupling: Are constant growth and 
ecological sustainability compatible? 

Dr. Bernd Sommer

Sociologist; Researcher, Norbert Elias Center for Transfor-
mation Design & Research (NEC), University of Flensburg

Lecture: The commons as an economic system 

Prof. Dirk Messner 

Professor of Political Science, University of Duisburg- 
Essen; Director, German Development Institute, Bonn

Summary of the day and discussion

Tuesday, March 27, 2012

Lecture: Political culture after the age of growth 

Dr. Reinhard Loske

Chairman of the Study Group on Global Issues, German Council on 
Foreign Relations, Berlin; 2007 – 2011 Senator for Environment, 
Construction, Transportation, and European Affairs, Bremen

Lecture: The significance of the labor  
market after the age of growth 

Prof. Hans Diefenbacher

Adjunct Professor of Economics, Alfred-Weber-Institute, Hei-
delberg University (DE); Deputy Director, Forschungsstätte 
der Evangelischen Studiengemeinschaft e. V., Heidelberg

Lecture: On the significance of the  
demand side for the energy transition. 

Prof. Lucia Reisch

Professor of Consumer Behaviour and Consumer  
Policy, Copenhagen Business School; Permanent Honor-
ary Adjunct Professorship for Consumer Research and 
Consumer Policy, Zeppelin University, Friedrichshafen

Summary of the day and discussion
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11th colloquium: Pathways out of growth-driven society

Following the in-depth discussions during the 

previous colloquiums about the symptoms 

of global change, our ways of dealing with 

them, and future prospects, this colloquium 

was devoted explicitly to the key question of 

our time and thus the central cause of many 

non-sustainable developments: the depen-

dence of modern societies on economic 

growth.

Wege aus der Wachstumsgesellschaft 

(Pathways out of growth-driven society)

Harald Welzer, Klaus Wiegandt (eds.)

S. Fischer Verlag, 2013

ISBN 978-3-596-19616-6

March 25–28, 2012, European Academy of Otzenhausen 

 SEE PAGE 41

2012 2011

In their preface to the edited volume documenting the colloquium, Harald Welzer and 

Klaus Wiegandt argue emphatically why the dogma of growth must be fundamentally 

questioned and solved and which approach the colloquium contributions pursue: 

”(...) The fact that the push for growth is getting ever stronger and destroying the 

foundations for humanity’s survival with ever greater furor is not a matter of fate; it 

can be changed. Of course, the path toward a post-growth society is not a walk in the 

park. It will involve losses of prosperity, more work performed by people themselves, 

less mobility, less consumption, but more prosperity in terms of time, quality of life, and 

health. And also something more, which is currently getting lost in the obsession with 

growth, the most important thing of all: the future.” 

Source: Wege aus der Wachstumsgesellschaft, pp. 8-11, S. Fischer Verlag, 2013
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10th colloquium: Dimensions of time · 2011

10th colloquium: Dimensions of time 

Internationally renowned scholars of various disciplines address the topic of time. First, a defi-

nition of time is discussed from the perspectives of the natural sciences and the humanities, 

and then the question of how time is and should be dealt with. Everything comes down to the 

question of whether we are capable of living in a decelerated way. 

With clocks dictating the tempo, our lives have verifiably and measurably become faster over 

the course of history. Time is becoming increasingly scarce: on the one hand, we must run ever 

faster just to keep up with the rat race, and at the same time, we attempt to maximize the 

number of actions and experiences per unit of time. 

This analysis suggests the idea that rediscovering slowness and practicing deceleration is worth-

while. People should take the time available to them and belonging to them. Are the sustain-

ability of a modern society and the concept of deceleration even still compatible? In particular: 

are capitalism and stopping to pause compatible? (Source: S. Fischer Verlag) 

Edited volume documenting the colloquium: 

Dimensionen der Zeit 

Die Entschleunigung unseres Lebens 

(Dimensions of time. Decelerating our lives) 

Ernst Peter Fischer, Klaus Wiegandt (eds.) 

S. Fischer Verlag, 2012, ISBN: 978-3-596-19268-7 

Lectures: 

Time is not to be had for free | Marion A. Weissenberger-Eibl 

There is a time for everything, but I don’t have any—How times are 

changing | Karlheinz A. Geißler 

Time symmetry and the arrow of time—From physical time to life time | Klaus Mainzer 

How we tick—Biorhythms and time in the body | Till Roenneberg 

Booming remembrance—A response to the acceleration of time? | Etienne François 

“And time—how strangely goes its ways”—Time in literature | Michael Maar 

Knowledge in time | Volker Gerhardt 

Sustainability and deceleration | Stefan Rammler 

What does deceleration mean, and to which end should we decelerate? | Hartmut Rosa 

Struggling for time for education—Education and the dissolution of boundaries | Peter Euler 

Benedictine life—Tried and tested expression and paradigm of a responsible way of dealing 

with the time of life? | Ansgar Schmidt 

“And you’ll ascend in time to Man.”—The deep time of evolution | Ernst Peter Fischer 

The ecology of time—On post-fossil times | Martin Held 

More and more income, but less and less time—Economic growth and 

its treadmills | Mathias Binswanger 

April 8-13, 2011, European Academy of Otzenhausen 
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9th colloquium: Perspectives for sustainable development 

What will the world look like in 2050? Scenarios for sustainability 

Internationally renowned scholars from various disciplines took stock of matters 

of sustainability: What concrete steps have been taken so far, what has changed, 

and what will our lives and our world look like in the future? Small-scale issues—

our consumer behavior, our diet, and our leisure time—as well as large-scale 

ones—the energy sector, the world of work, and global politics—are put up for 

discussion. 

All of the relevant developments concerning sustainability in all societies around 

the world are going in the wrong direction. In order to give civil societies a wake-

up call, we must dare to do a balancing act. This involves (1) painting a realistic 

picture of our well-nigh insatiable resource and energy consumption and their 

excessive burdens on the Earth’s ecosystems as well as our remaining options for 

action and (2) at the same time, getting the positive message across that a more 

sustainable world of tomorrow can provide more and new quality 

of life: for example, prosperity in terms of time, satisfying social rela-

tionships, health, happiness, and solidarity. (Source: S. Fischer Verlag) 

Edited volume documenting the colloquium: 

Perspektiven einer nachhaltigen Entwicklung 

Wie sieht die Welt von morgen aus? (Perspectives for sustainable 

development. What will the world of tomorrow look like?) 

Harald Welzer, Klaus Wiegandt (eds.) 

S. Fischer Verlag, 2011, ISBN: 978-3-596-18794-2

2010

ty 

-

March 19-24, 2010, European Academy of Otzenhausen 

Professor Dennis L. Meadows

US economist Dennis L. Meadows, one of the intellectual fathers of the environmental 

movement, held the keynote speech at the 9th colloquium: “There is no alternative to 

sustainability.” He founded his argument warning of the incalculable consequences of 

excessively exploiting the Earth’s resources on computer-based simulations. Today, the 

lead author of “The Limits to Growth,” the report to the Club of Rome published in 1972 

and updated in 1992 and 2004, could not be more defeatist. At the end of his scientific 

career, he has concluded that the urgently required transformation of societies toward 

sustainable development is failing particularly because of democracies. He considers it impossible to inform the 

general population about the extremely complex interconnections and impacts in a way that would permit the 

political community to tackle measures toward a real change of direction without incurring too much risk. The 

political community can and will become active only when climate change is perceptible and visible to each 

and every individual. But then it will be too late, Meadows believes; the process is irreversible. Nature will show 

us our limits and make sustainability a reality by forcing us to act sustainably. To Meadows, the radical nature 

of his culturally pessimistic, uncompromising analysis is incontrovertible, as Klaus Wiegandt learned during a 

thought-provoking conversation on a long walk with him following the vestiges of a Celtic refuge fort, the 

“Hunnenring” in northern Saarland. (am)
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9th colloquium: Perspectives for sustainable development · 2010

Klaus Wiegandt, Prof. Dennis L. Meadows, Prof. Udo J. Becker (left to right) 

Lectures: 

There is no alternative to sustainability | Dennis L. Meadows 

Scenario: Ecologically sustainable economy | Paul Ekins 

Scenario: Energy sources | Günther Hasinger 

Scenario: Resources/Consumption | Friedrich Schmidt-Bleek 

Scenario: Entrepreneurship | David Audretsch 

Scenario: Mobility | Udo J. Becker 

Scenario: Food | Klaus Hahlbrock 

Scenario: The world of work | Hans Diefenbacher 

Scenario: Architecture/urban planning | Friedrich von Borries 

Scenario: Infection medicine | Stefan H.E. Kaufmann 

Scenario: Internet/Communication | Paul J.J. Welfens 

Scenario: Global governance architecture | Dirk Messner 

Scenario: Leisure time | Amitai Etzioni 

Can mankind survive the next 100,000 years? | Lodewijk Woltjer 

Sustainable democracy? | Claus Leggewie 
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8th colloquium: Evolution and culture of humankind 

 

The topic of the eighth colloquium was biological and cultural evolution and its 

significance for how people live together: from becoming human from a paleo-

biological and genetic perspective to various forms of social structures to the cul-

tural achievements and unique characteristics of human beings. 

The increasing desires of the growing global population result in constantly in-

creasing energy consumption with incalculable consequences for climate change. 

They also entail ever greater consumption of land, resources, and water. Although 

we are researching all these questions and learn and know about them, we barely 

change our behavior at all. We have known for a long time that what will mat-

ter in the future is giving up this optimism about progress—the obsession with 

growth—and orienting our behavior toward the goal of sustainability. Sustain-

ability, like any other culture, can be expected of people only if it does not contra-

dict our nature. Getting to know it better from the perspective of evolution 

was the goal of this colloquium. (Source: S. Fischer Verlag) 

Edited volume documenting the colloquium: 

Evolution und Kultur des Menschen 

(Evolution and culture of humankind) 

Ernst Peter Fischer, Klaus Wiegandt (eds.) 

S. Fischer Verlag, 2010, ISBN: 978-3-596-18721-8 

Lectures: 

From knowledge to action. The role of the individual and handling 

complexity | Volker Linneweber 

Becoming human I—What we can learn from fossils | Friedemann Schrenk 

Becoming human II—What we can learn from genomes | Wolfgang Enard 

The history of the human body | Robert D. Martin 

The evolution of reproductive strategies | Eckart Voland 

Coevolution of cognitive capabilities and slow life history | Carel van Schaik 

The grandmother effect. The evolution of our longevity | Kristen Hawkes 

The organism that writes poetry | Karl Eibl 

Biology following fashion. Darwin’s aesthetics of ornament | 

Winfried Menninghaus 

Why do only humans have language and culture? | Robin Dunbar 

Egoism creates community spirit. The problem of altruism | Manfred Milinski 

The evolution of morals and the emergence of the law | Hans Mohr 

Different by nature. On the emergence of the differences between the sexes | 

Doris Bischof-Köhler 

The violence of the future. What do people kill for? | Harald Welzer 

“Light will be thrown on the origin of man and his history.” Darwin’s prophecy 

and its implementation | Ernst Peter Fischer 

2009 2008
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March 27-April 1, 2009, European Academy of Otzenhausen 



23From the preaching of Jesus of Nazareth to Early Christianity to the end of antiquity: Interna-

tionally renowned scholars from various disciplines present the current state of research on 

Early Christianity. Throughout the colloquium, the focus is on the question whether and how 

the historical success of an originally marginal religious movement can be explained. 

Edited volume documenting the colloquium: 

Die Anfänge des Christentums (The beginnings of Christianity) 

Friedrich Wilhelm Graf, Klaus Wiegandt (eds.) 

S. Fischer Verlag, 2009, ISBN: 978-3-596-18277-0 

Lectures: 

Politics and pastoral care—Concepts of political order in early 

Christianity | Hartmut Leppin 

The Old Testament as the Holy Scripture of early Christianity and as 

part of the Christian Bible | Jan Christian Gertz 

The literary and theological formation of early Christianity | Udo Schnelle 

The historical Jesus | Annette Merz 

The biographies of two apostles: Peter and Paul | Thomas Söding 

Religious communication in epistolary literature | Oda Wischmeyer 

Creating traditions through gospels | Hans-Josef Klauck 

Christianity at the margins of society | Reinhard Feldmeier 

Formation of the canon | Andreas Lindemann 

“We too are religious, and our religion is simple.” The martyrs and their role in the conflicts 

between Christianity and the Roman state authority | Hans Reinhard Seeliger 

The system and development of the religion of the Roman Empire 

(Augustus to Theodosius I) | Hubert Cancik 

The Hellenization of Christianity: The first councils | Christoph Markschies 

The discovery of church authority: Augustine | Roland Kany 

The influence of early Christianity within Europe | Kurt Flasch 

le

March 7-12, 2008, European Academy of Otzenhausen 

Professor Friedrich Wilhelm Graf

Friedrich Wilhelm Graf, a Protestant theologian and professor emeritus 

of systematic and ethical theology at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität 

Munich, supported the foundation’s activities by contributing a chapter 

titled “Protestantism” to the edited volume “Secularization and the 

World Religions” as well as by developing the concept for and realizing 

the colloquium “The origins of Christianity” as well as the volume do-

cumenting it. His circumspect theological research, in which he aims to 

keep a critical distance from his subject, combined with his incessant efforts to work toward 

sustainability in relevant parts of our society and to take a stand on important questions 

concerning the present with calmness and clarity are always highly enriching for Forum für 

Verantwortung. (am) 
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6th Colloquium: The origins of the modern world 

The temple ruins of Angkor Wat, the pyramids of the Maya—traces of cultures 

that flourished long ago. Why has the course of history been so disparate on the 

different continents? US evolutionary biologist Jared Diamond, political scientist 

James Robinson, and other renowned scholars draw historical comparisons and 

trace the forces moving history. 

This colloquium’s speakers attempted to take a new and scientifically precisely 

structured view of world history and explored the question how it came about 

that poverty and prosperity are distributed so unevenly among nations. (Source: 

S. Fischer Verlag) 

Edited volume documenting the colloquium: 

Die Ursprünge der modernen Welt 

(The origins of the modern world) 

James A. Robinson, Klaus Wiegandt (eds.) 

S. Fischer Verlag, 2008, ISBN: 978-3-596-17934-3 

2007

March 31-April 5, 2007, European Academy of Otzenhausen 

Professor Jared Diamond

In his 1998 Pulitzer Prize-winning book “Guns, Germs and Steel,” US evolutionary 

biologist, geographer, and physiologist Jared Diamond seeks out the factors deter-

mining unequal development. We succeeded in recruiting him to conceptualize a 

colloquium titled “The origins of the modern world” and focusing on the impact of 

institutions for the development of societies. In his own scientific career, Jared Dia-

mond epitomizes a transdisciplinary approach that generates a new, enriching view 

of the history of global development in an exchange with the humanities and the natural sciences. This 

opening up to novel, unaccustomed, not always conflict-free, and controversially debated perspectives 

is mirrored in his selection of internationally renowned scholars whom he was able to recruit to speak at 

the colloquium. 

He felt close ties to the foundation’s activities in the field of sustainability that were being developed at 

the time and enriched them by adding fascinating aspects in personal conversations during the colloqui-

um. (am) 
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Lectures: 

Human history and natural experiments | Jared Diamond 

The French Revolution as a natural experiment | James A. Robinson 

Climate in the currents of history | Mark A. Cane 

The world’s first farmers, and the origins of modern peoples and languages | Peter Bellwood 

The role of warfare in the development of social systems | Steven LeBlanc 

The Enlightenment and European economic change | Joel Mokyr 

The evolution of cultures | Jean E. Ensminger 

Uses and abuses of the Ancient Maya | David L. Webster 

The appropriation of territory and the rise of inequalities among ancient Native American 

societies | Sissel Schroeder 

Institutional change and the longevity of the Ottoman Empire | evket Pamuk 

Continuity and discontinuity in the interior of Southern Africa 73,000 BC 

to the present | Neil Parsons 

Medieval roots of Europe’s developmental edge | Michael Mitterauer 

Enigmas of Angkor | David Chandler 

The Medieval origins of “the European miracle” | Jan Luiten van Zanden 

The durability of the Chinese Empire: Implications for China’s possible futures | Bin Wong 

6th colloquium: The origins of the modern world  · 2007

Colloquium speakers 

Prof. Jürgen Brosius, 
Prof. Klaus Hahlbrock (left to right) 

Prof. evket Pamuk, Klaus Wiegandt 

Prof. Ernst Peter Fischer with 
speakers on the podium 
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5th colloquium: Secularization and the world religions 

The question of religion, its contemporary and future significance, and its role in 

state and society is currently perceived by many people as being of great urgency 

and is widely discussed within the public sphere. But it has also long been one of 

the core topics of the historically oriented social sciences. The immense stock of 

knowledge furnished by the history of religion and religious studies, theology, 

sociology and history can promote greater awareness of the contemporary global 

religious situation and its links with politics and economics, and counter rash hy-

potheses such as the “clash of civilizations.”

This volume is concerned with the connections between religions and the social 

world and with the extent, limits and futures of secularization. The first part deals 

with major religious traditions and their explicit or implicit ideas about the indi-

vidual, social and political order. The second part gives an overview of the reli-

gious situation in important geographical areas. Additional contributions analyse 

the legal organization of the relationship between state and religion in a global 

perspective and the role of the natural sciences in the process of secularization. 

The contributors include internationally renowned scholars such as Winfried 

Brugger, José Casanova, Friedrich Wilhelm Graf, Hans Joas, Hans G. Kippenberg, 

Gudrun Krämer, David Martin, Eckart Otto and Rudolf Wagner. (Source: Liverpool 

University Press)

Edited volume documenting the colloquium: 

Secularization 

and the world religions 

Hans Joas, Klaus Wiegandt (eds.)

translated by Alex Skinner

Liverpool University Press, 2009, 

ISBN: 978-1-846-31188-8 

“Secularization and the World Religions” 

was originally published in German 

(S. Fischer Verlag, 2007). 

2006
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March 31-April 5, 2006, European Academy of Otzenhausen 
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Society, state and religion: Their relationship from the perspective of the world 

religions: An introduction | Hans Joas 

Catholic Christianity | Karl Cardinal Lehmann 

Protestantism | Friedrich Wilhelm Graf 

Judaism | Eckart Otto 

Islam | Gudrun Krämer 

Hinduism | Heinrich von Stietencron 

Confucianism and Buddhism | Rudolf G. Wagner 

Secularization in the early modern period | Etienne François 

From hostility through recognition to identification: State-church models and 

their relationship to freedom | Winfried Brugger 

Secularization and the sciences | Ernst Peter Fischer 

The religious situation in Europe | José Casanova 

The religious situation in the USA | Hans Joas 

The religious situation in East Asia | Joachim Gentz 

The relevance of the European model of secularization in Latin America and 

Africa | David Martin 

The religious dimension of the Middle East conflict | Hans Gerhard Kippenberg 

5th colloquium: Secularization and the world religions · 2006

Professor Hans Joas

The foundation’s colloquiums focusing on the humanities and social sciences carry 

the distinct imprint of Hans Joas, at the time Director of the Max Weber Center at 

the University of Erfurt and Professor of Sociology and Social Thought at the Uni-

versity of Chicago. At his suggestion, and in the context of his scientific direction of 

the 3rd colloquium “The cultural values of Europe” (p. 29), values were considered 

to be “emotionally highly laden notions of what is desirable.” The intensive interdisciplinary debate on 

values in times of rapid societal transformation was published in German, English, Polish, and Ukrainian 

in the volume documenting the colloquium, which he coedited. 

Hans Joas also conceptualized the 5th colloquium “Secularization and the world religions.” The guiding 

question as to the current and future relationship between society, state, and religion was discussed in its 

many facets and made accessible to a broader public in the volume with the same title. With his critical 

engagement, always generously supporting the foundation’s goals, and his clear orientation to urgent 

questions moving society, he is deeply involved in laying the foundations for the cultural dimension of 

sustainability. (am) 
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4th colloquium: The future of the Earth—How much more can our planet take? 

Internationally renowned experts of various disciplines debate boundaries, opportunities, 

and scenarios for the future of our planet and global society. 

The concern that humankind’s activities are growing beyond all measure and are using 

up the Earth and its resources so quickly that in the end, no basis for a future worth living 

will remain has been worrying scientists since the 1970s. At the time, people referred to 

the “Limits to Growth,” which was also the title of the famous report to the Club of Rome 

whose publication in 1972 marked the beginning of the change in thinking. (Source: fore-

word) 

“At the end of the colloquium, it became clear that we will not be able to solve the major 

problems of the future unless our societies develop toward sustainability. However, we 

must be aware that this process of transformation will take decades. We would like our 

conference in Otzenhausen to be understood as a contribution to supporting this process 

toward a sustainable society.” (Klaus Wiegandt) 

The colloquium “The future of the Earth—How much more can our planet take?” 

prompted the establishment of the educational initiative Encouraging Sustainability  

(see page 67).

Edited volume documenting the colloquium: 

Die Zukunft der Erde – Was verträgt unser Planet noch? (The 

future of the Earth—How much more can our planet take?) 

Ernst Peter Fischer, Klaus Wiegandt (eds.) 

S. Fischer Verlag, 2006, ISBN 978-3-596-17126-2 

Lectures: 

The past thousand years—An ecological retrospective | 

Josef H. Reichholf 

Turning points in environmental history | Joachim Radkau 

The population explosion | Rainer Münz 

The changing climate—Global warming and the ozone hole | Mojib Latif 

The energy of the future—The future of energy sources | Gerd Eisenbeiß 

Can the Earth still feed the human population in the future? | Klaus Hahlbrock 

Blue gold: Water | Wolfram Mauser 

Global change and the future of the oceans | Katherine Richardson 

New threats for our health—A challenge for biomedicine | William A. Haseltine 

Resistance to and solutions for change | Ernst Ulrich von Weizsäcker 

Sustainable development: Holy grail or wholly achievable? | David W. Pearce 

No sustainability without dematerialization | Friedrich Schmidt-Bleek 

Making sustainable development measurable | Karl Schoer 

The world on the edge | Vandana Shiva 

The American Empire in the second nuclear age? | Jonathan Schell 

March 11-16, 2005, European Academy of Otzenhausen 

2005 2004
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3rd colloquium: The Cultural Values of Europe 

What is the cultural identity of Europe? Are there specifically European values? 

Questions such as these are at the center of a considerable number of political and 

scholarly debates in contemporary Europe. In this international best seller, a group 

of acclaimed historians, sociologists and philosophers—including Orlando Patter-

son, S. N. Eisenstadt, Mark Mazower, Hans Joas and Wolfgang Schluchter explore 

the value traditions of Europe to produce a fascinating and thought-provoking 

image of contemporary European self-understanding. The volume combines two 

approaches, looking both at specific cultural traditions (for example, “Athens and 

Jerusalem”) and at specific values (for example “freedom”, “rationality”).

Boasting some of the leading European thinkers, The Cultural Values of Europe 

will be required reading for anyone hoping to understand the common cultural 

ground in Europe. 

Edited volume documenting the colloquium: 

The Cultural Values of Europe 

Hans Joas and Klaus Wiegandt (eds.) 

Alex Skinner (translation)

Liverpool University Press, 2008 

ISBN: 978-1-846-31139-0 

“The Cultural Values of Europe” has also been published in 

German (S. Fischer Verlag, 2005), Polish (IFiS PAN, 2012), and 

Ukranian (2015). 

Lectures: 

The cultural values of Europe: An introduction | Hans Joas 

The place of the gods—The “Axial Age” as the discovery of transcendence | 

Shmuel N. Eisenstadt 

The Greco-Roman tradition | Christian Meier 

The value of introspection | Kurt Flasch 

How Europe became diverse | Michael Borgolte 

Rationality—A specifically European characteristic? | Wolfgang Schluchter 

The status of the Enlightenment in German history | Reinhart Koselleck 

The value of freedom | Orlando Patterson 

The Judeo-Christian tradition | Wolfgang Huber 

The affirmation of ordinary life | Wolfgang Reinhard 

The idea of self-realization | Christoph Menke 

The dark continent—Europe and totalitarianism | Mark Mazower 

Value change in Europe from the perspective of empirical social research | 

Helmut Thome 

Does Europe have a cultural identity? | Peter Wagner 

The realities of cultural struggles | Dieter Senghaas 

3rd colloquium: The Cultural Values of Europe · 2004

March 26-31, 2004, European Academy of Otzenhausen 
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2nd colloquium: Humankind and the cosmos  

Internationally renowned physicists, biologists, and philosophers addressed the cosmos—its or-

igin, life in it, and the image that can be derived from studying it scientifically. 

Exploring the cosmos and understanding the universe are among the oldest and newest desires 

of humankind. For example, exploration of the sky in the form of astronomy was the first sci-

ence created by humankind, even in antiquity. 

Of course, people would like to know in detail how the great cosmic house in which they spend 

their lives is constructed. But they would also like to know whether it is there for them alone 

or whether other intelligent life exists besides them in the universe. If we are ever successful 

in entering into contact with extraterrestrial life, this would surely be a turning point in the 

history of humankind. For this reason, speakers discussed the probability of such an encounter 

taking place against the background of the comprehensive question whether the universe is 

more inimical to or supportive of life. (Source: S. Fischer Verlag) 

Edited volume documenting the colloquium: 

Mensch und Kosmos 

Unser Bild des Universums 

(Humankind and the cosmos. Our image of the universe) 

Ernst Peter Fischer, Klaus Wiegandt (eds.) 

S. Fischer Verlag, 2004, ISBN: 978-3-596-16215-4 

Lectures: 

The scientific conquest of the cosmos—The history of its explorations | 

Ernst Peter Fischer 

Humankind, Earth, cosmos | Rolf Emmermann 

The time of the world—Newton’s clockwork and Einstein’s corrections | Jürgen Audretsch 

Einstein’s happiest thought—His observations on the world as a whole | Harald Fritzsch 

Expansion on a large scale—The standard model of the cosmos | Rudolf Kippenhahn 

The world in small scale—High-energy physics and dealing with nothing | Henning Genz 

The big bang and background radiation: Astronomers and the enigma of creation | 

Gerhard Börner 

Extraterrestrial intelligent life is improbable | Irven DeVore 

Cosmology, life and the anthropic principle | John D. Barrow 

Cosmology—epistemology—anthropology: What can we know, and what do we want to 

know? | Jürgen Mittelstraß 

The observer at the end of time—Reflections of a philosopher | Bernulf Kanitscheider 

Does the universe have a meaning? | Hubert Reeves 

Understanding creation in the context of the natural sciences | Stefan Bauberger, S.J. 

April 4-9, 2003, European Academy of Otzenhausen 

2003 2002
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1st colloquium: Evolution · 2002

1st colloquium: Evolution 
 

A panorama of modern evolutionary biology, genetics, and horizons of develop-

ment of biotechnology. 

Today, we are concerned with the following questions about evolution: Why, out 

of millions of species, did evolution engender just a single one endowed with 

reason and culture? Why do we have consciousness, and why is it not reproduced 

analogously to the genome? Why do we still not have satisfactory answers to the 

burning questions about where we came from, why, and where we are going? 

How do new species come about? Can all our qualities be understood as adapta-

tions? Will evolution be controlled by human beings in the future? Is it permissi-

ble for us, with our limited understanding, to intervene in reproduction—and in 

the process form or deform? 

No single scientific discipline can answer these elementary and far-reaching ques-

tions in a way that would be satisfactory for us all. For this reason, the colloquium 

took an interdisciplinary approach to evolution. (Source: S. Fischer Verlag) 

March 17-23, 2002, European Academy of Otzenhausen 

Professor Werner Arber

At the opening of the foundation’s first colloquium 

on March 17, 2002, Klaus Wiegandt spoke about 

how prior to the event, he had time and again en-

tered unknown territory, not least because nobody 

knew about the foundation, which had nothing to 

show but its entry into the official registry. Particu-

larly encouraging and inspiring was the enormously 

positive reaction of Swiss Nobel laureate Prof. Werner Arber—a contact 

made by Prof. Ernst Peter Fischer. He immediately supported the young 

foundation’s project. The fact that he spontaneously agreed to speak 

on the topic of evolution, which at the time was the subject of heated 

debate, in a generally comprehensible way as part of an ambitious inter-

disciplinary program taking place outside of universities opened the door 

for other internationally renowned scientists to agree to speak as well. 

The success of this first colloquium was decisive for firmly establishing the 

colloquium series. (am) 
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Lectures: 

Darwin’s radical idea—The discovery and acceptance of evolution | Ernst Peter Fischer 

What evolution is—Basic scientific knowledge and tools | Axel Meyer 

Rewriting the Origin of Species—Is man just another animal? | Steve Jones 

The enigma of becoming human—Decisive stages in the evolution of humans | 

Josef H. Reichholf 

Genetic variation in the human population | David B. Goldstein 

A naturalist’s thoughts on some of the challenges of the 21st century | John C. Avise 

Rerunning the tape—How likely is the emergence of human beings? | Simon Conway Morris 

Brains increasing in size—The central nervous system and its development | Wolf Singer 

The old brain and the new problems—An evolutionary epistemology | Gerhard Vollmer 

Evolution, sex and death—Darwinian aspects of human life | Tom Kirkwood 

Evolution and aging—Predetermined program or random deterioration? | Roland Prinzinger 

The politics of evolution—Darwin’s ideas throughout history | Hans-Jörg Rheinberger 

Genetic variations—Genetic engineering and its significance for evolution | Werner Arber 

The value of biodiversity—Humankind’s threats to species | Josef H. Reichholf 

Understanding the origin of species—Evolutionary research today | Axel Meyer 

Remaking Eden—Genetic engineering and the future of humankind | Lee M. Silver 

Edited volume documenting the colloquium: 

Evolution 

Geschichte und Zukunft des Lebens 

(Evolution. The history and future of life) 

Ernst Peter Fischer, Klaus Wiegandt (eds.) 

S. Fischer Verlag, 2003, ISBN: 978-3-596-15905-9 

Please note: unfortunately, the book is out of print. 
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